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lhrough
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Abstroc,l
Wtrasonicnondestructizte
eoaluation(NDD of ruterials is limited
by tlu yesenceof the bactscatteredechoes
fronine grain boundaries
(i.e., grain noix). This noiseoften mask tht signal
from the flaut,
Ietding to difiiculties in its detectionand idmtification. lt is shown
tlut in NDE aVplicationswheretlu receioednoiseis pitnaily due to
Rnyleighsuttering (from thegrain boundaieil and theflaut echoun
be repesmted by a delta function, flaw oisibility can be imyowd
signifuntly (without the needfor sophistiuted signal-yocessing
algorithmd by merelytundpassfiltering (BPF) tlv lwn edgeof the
rrcioed echospectrum. Both tlworetical analysisand etVerimental
rnults are gesmted to suryort this conclusbn, Thc limitations of
thb techniqueare also discassetl.

INTRODUCTION
Ultrasonic evaluation of metals is impaired by the presence
of grains that inhoduce unwanted echoes to the received
signal. Grain noise consists of the backscattered ultrasonic
energy from the grain boundaries. This noise often masks the
target signal, making identification of flaws difficult.l{
A
number of techniques have been proposed to combat grain
noise and increase the flaw echo-to-grain noise ratio. These
tedrniques indude spatial compounding, frequency compounding, split-specnum processing, etc. 1{
ln these techniques, a number of decorrelated signals from
the target negron are obtained, either by scanning the region
from different spa"al locations of the transducer (spatial
compounding), by trarsmitting over different frequencies
(frequency compounding) or by transnritting a wideband
signal and then splitting the received spectrum into a number
of different frequency bands (split-spectmm technique). These
signals are then processed using algorithns such as averaging,
minimization, maximization, etc.
Experimental results have shown significant improvement
in the flaw visibility through grain noise suppression, especially in the case of nonlinear algorithms.1,3,a However, for
most flaws, like holes, cracks, etc., simple filtering
algorithms5'6 may be sufficient to improve the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) (or flaw echo-to-grain noise ratio). The conditions
under which the filtering approach provides improvement will
be exarrined to establish the usefulness of the technique.
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THEORY
In most nondestructive evaluation (NDE) applications, the
flaw can be considered as constituting a sharp boundary
surounded by grains. The flaw can, therefore, be modeled as
a delta function as long as it is not oriented at an acute angle
to the direction of propagation of the acoustic field. The received echo r(t) from the target region then becomes
(1)

r(t) = lA 6(f) + n(f)l . h(f)

where 0 < t < T, z(f) is the grain noise, h(l) is the impulse
responseof the transducer, A is a weighing factor, and T is the
time duration of the received signal. The Fourier transform of
Equation 1 gives Equation 2:

(2)

R(f) = tA + N(/)l H(/)

where-cocf<a.
The properties of the individual spectral components in
Equation 2 may be examined more precisely by including the
effects of absorption and scattering, as shown in Figure 1.
Rayleigh scattering, which results from grains that have sizes
smaller than the wavelength of the incident acoustic radiation
causes grain noise. Under these conditions, the grain noise
power varies as the fourth power of the frequenqr, and the
energy loss due to absorption in the material increases exponentially with frequency.T Ttrerefore, the grain noise magnitude spectrum wiU be proportional to the product of the two
terrrs

(3)

N(/) * f 'exp(-bfl

where D is a constant. Hence, the noise specEum will have
most of its power in the high-frequency region of the transducer pass band, as shown in Figure la. Because the flaw
signal is also affected by absorption, its magnitude spectmm
B(fl cannot be constant A, as defined in Equation 2, but will
decay exponentially with frequency:
(4)

B(f) * exp (-cf)

where c is a constant. Thus, the flaw signal will have a
stronger low-frequency content, as shown ir. Figure lb. Because the transducer transfer function H(/) has a bandpass
spectmm as shown in Figure 1, the received signal spectmm
R(f) will also be bandpass.
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Experimentally, this procedure will eliminate leakage of the
flaw energy into the grain noise. The SNR of the input and the
upper-bandpass filtered signals are similarly measured'

Dofo-Acquisilion Syslem

The elgerimmtal data are obtained using the data-acquisition system shown in Figure 2. In the setuP, the same
tsansducer is used for transmitting and receiving the ultrasonic wave. The received echoes are digitized and time'averaged
in the LeCroy 91100digital scoPe to r€mo\te the time-varying
noise before the data are transferred to the lvlasscomPMC-500
computer, where further prccessing is perfomed-
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Figare 1.-Spectrat compmnts of the rrceiod sigtul and bandpass
filters with centerfrequencis f. and fa: fu) gain noix spectrum
w(0; Ol flru EpictrumB(f); ann k) tansdttcs ttansft fuldion
H(f).
Consider now a bandpass filter of width A/, with its center
frequenry f,, close to the lower end of the pass band of R(fl
GiS"t" 1). Becausethe grain noise is mainly of high-frequency
content, such a filter can extract the flaw signal. A bandpass
filter is preferable to a low-pass filter because it will also
remove any low-frequency noise Present from other sources'
On the other hand, a bandpass fi.lterat the upper end of R(fl
centered at/o will retain mainly grain noise and hence reduce
the detectability of the signal. Therefore, when the flaw and'
grain signals behave as described above, filtering the received
iigna spectru with a properly selected bandpass filter will
be effective in suppressing the unwanted grain noise.
Although the bandpass filtering @PF)technique can be very
effective, it must be applied diligently. More complicated
signal-processing techniques will be necessary if the grain
noise is generated from non-Rayleigh scattering Processes.
Such situations arise in composite materials where the grains
form a semiperiodic random orientation or in materials where
the grains are Poisson-distributed, in which case the noise
spectrum will be broader, making it difficult to choose the
desired bandpass frequencies'
ln addition, when the averagegrain size is much larger than
the wavelength, BPF witl be ineffective because the flaw and
the noise specba will show significant overlap. The geometry
and location of the flaw are also important. If the flaw is near
the scanning surface, its spectrum will exhibit far less attenuation at high frequencies. Therefore, the flaw and grain
spectra will have larger overlap, making the BPFapproach less
eifective. ln addition, the bandwidth of the bandpass filter
should be chosen so that the resolution is not affected
adversely.

PROCEDURE
SNREnhancemenlMeosuremenls
Becausethe purpose of this technique is to enhance the flaw
visibility by increasing the magnitude contrast between the
flaw and the grain echoes, the SNR can be defined (Eguation
5) as the ratio of the peak signal value (i.e., the flaw echo) over
the root-mean-square (RMS) gain noise, excluding the flaw
region:
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Figure2 - DataacqubitionsYstem.

ExperirnenlolResulfs

ihe theoretical concepts discussed above were tested using
stainless steel and titanium samples with flat-bottom holes
representing the flaw. The samples were type 303 heat-treated
uost"r.iti. stainless steel and titanium with average grain
spacing (based on the linear intercept method) of 75 pm, 160
pm, and 15 pm, respectively (the actual grain diameters are
approximately a factor of 2 larger than these values)'a Because
the ultrasonii wavelength in these samples is on the order of
L mm for the transducer used, the incident energy will lead to
Rayleigh scattering. Furthermore, because the flat-bottom
hoies consist of distinct and clearly defined boundaries within
the sample, their echoes may be represented by delta func'
tions. I'herefore, the experimental data obtained from these
samples will be suitable for testing the feasibility of BPF to
improve flaw visibility.
Figure 3a shows an A-scan obtained from the stainless steel
Materials Evaluatiorv46/July 1988
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sample consisting of 75 pm averagegrain size and a 3.18 mm
flat-bottom hole located at a depth of 60.5 mm from the front
surface.The data were obtained by immersion testhg using a
0.50 in. (7.27 u) dia 5 MHz (zlvfr1z half-power bandwidth)
transducer with a sampling frequency of 50 MHz. The corresponding magnitude spectrum is shown in Figure 3b' The flaw
signal in Figure 3a is similar in size to the grain echoes and
therefore cannot be distinguished without further processing.
Figure 3c shows the A-scan corresponding to the lower spechal region of the data in Figure 3a, obtained using a bandpass
filter having a 3 dB bandwidth of A/ : 7.75MHz and a center
frequenry of fr, = 2}y'F.Iz.As a result of significant suPPression in grain echoes, the flaw signal can now be identilied
dearly.
It should be noted, however, that the bandpass-filtered
A-scan has smaller bandwidth and, consequentiy,lower resolution. Conversely, when the uPPer sPectral region of the
wideband signal is examinedusing a bandpass6lter with/.2 =
4.6lvfr1zand A/ = 3.5 MHz, the resulting signal (in Figure 3d)
corresponds primady to grain echoes and the flaw amplitude
is reduced. (lhe SNR values before and after the filtering are
provided in captions to the corresponding figures).
Similar results were obtained for the stainlesssteel sample
consisting of 150 pm average grain size with a 4-22 rrtrrl
flat-bottom hole at a 67.3 mm depth. Figures 4a and 4b show
the received wideband signal and its magnitude sPectrum,
respectively. The A-scans corresponding to the lower and
upper spectral regions are shown in Figures 4c and 4d. The
scans were obtained using bandpass filters with /.t = 3.5
l'/trfz, Lf = L.75 MFIz and f,z = 6.7 MtrIz, Lt' = 2.6 lfrI4
respectively. Again, the lower spectral region is seen to
contain frequencies that favor the flaw signal over the grain
echoes whereas the reverse is true for the signal from the
upper spectral region.
Experimental data were also obtained for a titanium sanple
consisting of 15 pm average grain size. Figure 5a shows an
A-scan of the titanium sample with a 0.05 in. (1.5 mm)
side'drilled hole at 0.75 in. (19.1 mm) depth. The magnihrde
spectnrm of the A-scan is shown in Figure 5b. The spectrum of
Figure 5a was divided into lower and upper spectral r€gons
using bandpass filters of fa = 3.7 MIfz, A/ = 1.95 MHz frdfa= 5.2MIlz, Af = 2.3 MHz, respectively. The corresponding
A-scans for the upper and lower spectral regions ale shown in
Figures ft and 5d respectively. It is interesting to note that in
this case the two filtered s{.grtalsshorv only minor variatioru.
In the titanium sample, the ratio of ultrasonic wavelength to
the average grain size is rnudr larger than in the two stainless
steel sarrples (i.e., approximately 5-10 times); consequently,
the grain noise resulting ft,oarRayleigh scattering will manifest
itself in the higher-frequmcy range outside the transducer
bandwidth, thus making BPF unnecessary (as the Eansducer
itself acts as a filter reuro'ing the high-fregumqy gnin noise).
To desronstrate this high-frequency natule of the grain noise
in the titanitrn sanple and to show the effect of BPF, another
set of data is collecteclfrom the sasre titanium saarple using a
0.50 irL (12.7 msr) dia high-frequency (10 MHz Galrua)
taruductr. The A-sam of the sarple and its sPectrum are
shown in Figues 6a and 6b. The filtered signals are shcnvn in
Figures & and 6d. The lower spectral regon was elcEacted
using a bandpass 6lter with center freguency and bandwidth
of fa = 5.1 MHz and Al = 3.1 MlIz; BPF for the upper region
has fa = 121 MHz and Lf = 5.61&lz, rcspectively. As shown
in these 6gures, the flaw and the gnin echoesocrupy different
spectral regioru and the lower-bandpass 6lter impruves the
SNR of the original btoadband signal.
1 1O2 Materials Evetustion/46i[rrlv 1988
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The work presented here shows preliminary results of the
BPF technique. Extensiveresearchis under way to deterrrine
the range of frequencies of the flaw and grain echoes. The
experimental data shown were obtained using tyPical off-theshelf transducers.However, if the spectral distribution of the
flaw and grain signals is known, then a customized bansducer
may be more desirable.
The experimental results presented agree with the theoretical analysisand dearly show that BPFis a viable and practical
method for grain noise suppressionin sampleswhen the flaw
and grain spectra occuPy distinct frequenry regions. When
these conditions are valid, BPF can provide improvement
similar to that of the more sophisticated algorithms currenfly
being used. ln addition, the BPF approach can be achieved
readily in real time by hardware implementation, which may
be difficult or impossible for other signal-processing algorithms. The results shown can be readily extended to Bscan
im"Sng by using either a seriesof one-dimensionalbandpass
filters on each A-scan signal or a two-dimensional bandpass
filtef on the two-dimensional format data.
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